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Fe2+, Zn, Mn, Ni, Co, or other divalent ions are present, but there rs no
reason why a similar type of result might not be found in other systems.
An example of a svstem in which this method ma\r prove useful is the
steelmaker's high-fired chrome-periclase refractorl ' , in which the result-
ing spinel after service is essentially a complex Mg spinel; any original
I-eO has been oxidized and combined with free MeO to form additional

"NIgFe2Oa" molecule.
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THE ORIGIN OF MECHANICAL TWINNING IN GALENA

KBNI.IpTH D. Lver.r.,1 Department of Geophysics U GeochemisLry,
A ustr alian !{ at'ional LI nia er sity, C anb err a, A.C.T.

In the course of a general investigation into the plastic properties of
galena (L1'all and Paterson, 1965) it was found that mechanical twinning
rvith composition plane (441) could be produced in single cr1'stais tested
in compression at room temperature and at 2.5 and 5 kilobars confining
pressure, provided the crvstals had an init ial length to cross-section area
ratio less than 0.7 and were oriented so that the resolved shear stress on

{001} (110)  s l ip  s-vstems was in i t ia l ly  zero;  otherwise {001}  (110)  s l ip
occurred. Both the general appearance and annealing behavior of these
experimentaily produced twins are quite distinct from that of (4{1)

iameliar twins which occur in large single crystal blocks of gaiena from
Broken Hil l, New South Wales. The latter (Fig. 1a) are commonly 10 to
50 ir thick, discontinuous and never intersect; they anneal by blunting
(Cahn, 1954) and absorption by the parent crystal (Fig. 1b). The experi-
mentallv produced twins (Fig. 1c) are invariably thicker b1' an order of
magnitude or more, form highly strained junctions and anneal by re-
crystall ization and grain growth within the twin volume (Fig. 1d).

Consideration of the effects of high temperature and high pressure on
mechanical tr,vinning in minerals (Cahn, 1954) and the effects of shock
Ioading and high strain rates on mechanical twinning in metals (Rine-
hart and Pearson, 1954; Zukas and Fowler, 1961) suggested that the
(44i) lamellar twins in the Broken Hil l crystals might have been pro-
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duced bv blasting during mining operations. 'Ihis h1 pothesis has been
checked by impact tests on macroscopicall l-underformed galena cr)'stals
normal to {001} cleavage faces. The crvstals rvere embedded in paraffln
wax and placed in the bottom of a brass die into which a closelr- l i tt ing
steel piston rvas projected at high velocitv (Fig.2). This rvas done b1-
fir ing a blunt bolt from a Ramset Fastening Gun to strike the top end of

Frc 1. (a) Lamellar (441) and (441) trvinning on a (001) cleavage face of a galena
cr1'stal from Rroken Hill; the faint conjugate traces on the upper half of the photograph are
slip lines produced during cleavage; X200 (b) Absorption of (441) lamellar tr'vin observed
on a (010) face after heating for 4 hours at 600o C.; X300. (c) (441) mechanical tl ' inning
produced in compression at 5 kilobars confining pressure; X 10. (d) Recrystallization rr'ithin
the trvin volume of an experimentalll- producecl (441) tu'in after heating for 8 hours at
600" C.;  X200.

the piston.  The stra in rate \ \ ras probabl l '  of  the order of  several  powers of

ten per second and on the basis of the wax extrusion around the piston
af ter impact, it .,vas estimated that the confining pr essure on the crvstals
at impact was of the order of several kilobars.

The expelimental results obtained for 16 cr], 'stals were as follows: 7
fractured on { 001 } cleavage faces perpendicular and parallel to the axis of
impact; 7 defonled b1'(aa1) trvinning and 2 by a combination of twinning
and kinking. In the 7 crvstals not containing kinks, (441) iamellar twins
up  to  50p  th i ck  we r r  obse l ved  nea r  t he  l ops  o f  5  c r l s ta l s ;  t hese  t r v i ns
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annealed by blunting and absorption by the parent crystall the bulk of
each crystal was occupied bir junction-forming twins up to 200 p thick
whose annealing behaviour was identical to that described for (441) twins
produced in compression at high confining pressure. In the kinked speci-
mens (Figs. 3a and b), only the latter type of twin was observed.

Frc. 2. Sketch in section of the apparatus used in the impact experiments.

The kinking in the impact tested crystals, which involves siip on only
one set of {001} planes, is quite distinct from that observed

(i) in single crystals oriented so that two sets of {001} (110) slip sys-
tems are initially equally stressed and in galena aggregates, all
tested in compression at room temperature and high confining
pressure (Lyall and Paterson, 1965);

(i i) in a deformed crystal from a known fault zone (Fig. a).
In the single crystals and in aggregates deformed in compression, the

kinking (Fig.3c and d) involves init iai {001} (110) double slip and is
considered to be a response to specific constraint conditions rather than a
general deformation mechanism contributing significantly to the short-
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Ftc. 3. (a) and (b) kinking produced in galena single crystals tested under impact nor-

mal to {0011 ; the dark band in (a) is a (441) twin of junction-forming type; X 70. (c) Kink-

ing in polycrystalline galena strained 7/6 in compression at 5 kilobars confining pressure;

X 200. (d) Kinking in a galena single crystal oriented so that two 1001 l (110) slip systems
r,.r,'ere initially equally stressed ; X 350.

Frc 4. .Kinking in a deformed single crystal from the Zeehan

{ault zone, Tasmania; X1}.
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ening of the specimens. In the natr.rrally deformed crystai, the repeated
kinking with sub-paraliei kink band boundaries may be identical to that
observed in the single cr1'stals and aggregates deformed in compression.

Mechanical twinning has so far not been observed in polycrystall ine
gaiena (0.1 to 0.5 mm grain-size) deformed rp to 14/6 in compression at
room temperature and high confining pressure. Although high tempera-
ture as well as high pressure sometimes facil i tates t.winning (Cahn, 1954),
on the evidence of the impact experiments and the special conditions
required for twinning in single crvstals at high pressure, it seems likely
that the suggested blasting origin for "natural" (441) Iamellar twins is a
reasonable one and that in addition, (441) twinning is unlikely as an
important deformation mechanism at slow strain rates in the earth's
crust. However, kinking and slip on systems other than {001} (110),
probably {110}  (110)  (Lyal l  and Paterson,  1965),  may become increas-
inglv important in nature.
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